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Minimal singularities for représentations of Dynkin quivers

Klaus Bongartz

Meinem Lehrer Peter Gabriel zum 60. Geburtsteg

Abstract. We develop some réduction techniques for the study of singularities in orbit closures of finite
dimensional modules. This enables us to classify ail singularities occurring in minimal degenerations of
représentations of Dynkin quivers. They are ail smoothly équivalent to the singularity at the zero-matrix
inside the p x #-matrices of rank at most one.

1. Introduction

Given a finitely generated associative algebra over some algebraically closed

field, it is an interesting task to study géométrie properties of the associated varieties
of &lt;/-dimensional modules endowed with the natural Gld -action. For instance, one
would like to know which modules belong to the closure of a fixed orbit and which
singularities occur. But even for representation-finite algebras both problems are
still open.

However, in characteristic zéro the géométrie structure of the modules over the
truncated polynomial algebra k[X]/Xn and over the path algebra of an equi-ori-
ented Dynkin quiver of type An is quite completely analyzed by H. Kraft and C.
Procesi (s. [13, 14]) and by S. Abeasis, A. del Fra and H. Kraft (s. [2]) in three nice
articles which stimulated and influenced the présent paper very much. Later on their
methods and results were generalized to représentations of an oriented cycle by G.

Kempken on one side (s. [11]) and to positive characteristic by S. Donkin on the
other side (s. [8]). Their main results are the normality of the orbit closures
and - depending on this - the précise description of the singularities occurring in
minimal degenerations.

Hère we extend by différent methods in a characteristic free manner the second

resuit to ail path algebras over Dynkin quivers of type An9 Dn9 E6, En or E% with
an arbitrary orientation. Remember that P. Gabriel has shown in [9], that thèse are

exactly the connected quivers having only a finite number of indécomposable

représentations up to isomorphism. To study the minimal singularities, we develop
several gênerai réduction techniques some of which hâve been obtained in spécial
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cases by the authors mentioned before. For example, we show that the singularity
of a degeneration is not influencée by cancellation of a common direct summand

provided the codimensions of the orbit closures remain the same.

Now we describe our results in more détail thereby fixing some notations and
conventions. We work always over an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary
characteristic and we consider Jfc-varieties, i.e. reduced separated schemes of finite

type over k. A point of such a variety means a closed point. The only topology we

are dealing with is the Zariski topology. We dénote the closure of a set X by X.

If A is a finite dimensional associative fc-algebra with basis ax 1,..., aa, we
hâve the corresponding structure constants defined by

The affine variety ModA of rf-dimensional unital left ^-modules consists in the

a-tuples

m =(wl5... ,ma)

of d x df-matrices with coefficients in k such that mx is the identity and

mimj Z aijkmk

for ail indices i and/ The gênerai linear group Gld{k) acts on ModdA by conjugation,
and the orbits correspond to the isomorphism classes of rf-dimensional modules.
We dénote by O{m) the orbit of a point m in ModA and by M the A -module on kd

given by m. By abuse of notation we also write M for the isomorphism class of M.
Thus N is a degeneration of M if O(n) belongs to the closure of O(m), and we

dénote this fact by M ^ deg N and not by N ^ deg M as one might expect. It is not
clear how to characterize the partial order ^ deg on the set of isomorphism classes

of rf-dimensional modules in terms of représentation theory.
However, there are two other partial orders £ext and ^ on the isomorphism

classes which are defined in terms of représentation theory as follows (s. [1, 17, 7]):

• M ^ ext N :&lt;=&gt; there are modules Mn Uh Vt and exact séquences

0-^ Ut -*Mt -&gt; Vt -&gt;0 such that M*=MU Mt+, Ut 0 Vt and N Mrt+, are

true for some natural number «.

• M £ N :&lt;*&gt; [M, X] £ [N9 X) holds for ail modules X.

Hère and later on we abbreviate dimkHomA(M9 X) by [M, X] and dimkExtlA(M9 X)
by [M, X\K Note that £ is a partial order on the isomorphism classes by a resuit
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of M. Auslander (s. [4, 7]). Furthermore, M £ N is also équivalent to the inequal-
ities [X9 M] £ [X9 N] for ail modules X.

It is easy to see that

M ^extN^&gt;M &lt;&gt;degN*&gt;M&lt;LN

holds for ail modules (s. [7]). Unfortunately, the reverse implications are not true
in gênerai, and it is interesting to find out when they are. For preprojective
modules, i.e. modules ail whose indécomposable direct summands live on preprojective

components, the above three partial orders ail coïncide by [7]. We do not want
to recall hère ail the basic notions of représentation theory used in the foregoing
statement (see e.g. [10, 18]), but we only stress the point that ail modules over path
algebras of Dynkin quivers are preprojective. In the sequel, we call two modules

disjoint provided they hâve no direct summand in common.
Two pointed varieties (X, x) and (Y9 y) are smoothly équivalent if there are

smooth morphisms k : (Z, z) -* (X, x) and q : (Z, z) -? (F, y) of pointed varieties. A
smooth morphism is called very smooth provided it does not involve étale
morphisms, i.e. it is the composition of an open immersion and a vector bundle

projection (see [3] for a good propaganda of smooth morphisms etc.). If the

morphisms in the above définition are both very smooth the two pointed varieties

are very smoothly équivalent. This is an équivalence relation because very smooth
morphisms are obviously stable under composition and base change. We are mainly
interested in the case where X is the closure O(m) of an orbit of a module M and

x is a minimal degeneration N of M. Such a pointed variety (O(m), n) is called a

minimal singularity.
For instance, let A be the path algebra of the quiver 1 -» 2. This algebra has only

two one-dimensional indécomposable modules S and T and one other two-dimen-
sional indécomposable P. Given any natural numbers p and q9 the module
P © Sp ~1 © Tq ~l has Sp © Tq as the only proper degeneration. The corresponding
minimal singularity is very smoothly équivalent to the pointed variety (D(p, q), 0),
where D(p9q) is the set of p x #-matrices with rank £l. Thèse determinantal
singularities are reasonably well-understood (s. [2]).

Our main resuit asserts that ail minimal singularities occurring in représentations

of Dynkin quivers are very smoothly équivalent to some {D(p, q)9 0). It is

somewhat surprising and disappointing that the complexity of the quiver is not
reflected by the minimal singularities. Therefore we believe that the methods used to
dérive the foregoing resuit are more interesting than the resuit itself, and we
describe thèse methods and some other related topics in some détail.

In section 2 we compare the pointed varieties (O(m), m&apos;) and (O(q)9 q&apos;) when Q

resp. Q&apos; are quotients of M resp. M&apos; by the same module U. Under some - rather
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strong and technical - conditions both pointed varieties are very smoothly équivalent.

Nevertheless the theorem obtained is strong enough to imply the results of H.
Kraft and C. Procesi on minimal singularities of matrices (s. [14]).

Section 3 contains the handy cancellation result of common direct summands
which was mentioned before. In section 4 we show that a tilting functor behaves

very well with respect to géométrie properties of torsion modules resp. torsion free
modules. The next paragraph asserts that one can shrink certain arrows in the
Gabriel quiver of A. We also show that &quot;to understand the geometry of the

représentations of the double-loop means to understand the geometry of the

représentations of any finitely generated algebra&quot;. This finishes the gênerai part of
this note.

In section 6, we study first the set-theoretic structure of minimal degenerations
provided the partial orders ^ ext and £ coincide. Then we show that the géométrie
structure of certain minimal singularities dépends on an irreducible cône with an
isolated singularity at its vertex and on two natural numbers p and q. In case the

cône is a straight Une we find the pointed varieties (D(p, q), 0) introduced before.
This case occurs for ail minimal singularities of représentations of Dynkin quivers
as follows from the fact that the codimensions of the orbits in a minimal disjoint
degeneration differ by one only. This resuit has been found by U. Markolf via

computer. We include a &quot;theoretical&quot; proof in section 7. It is the only point in the
whole article where some sort of classification is used. There is some évidence that
the codimension one resuit holds for the much more gênerai class of modules over
représentation directed algebras. Unfortunately, we can prove this so far only in
some generic situations which include degenerations of indécomposables.

Finally, I want to thank H. Kraft for pointing out some inaccuracies in the first
version of this article.

2. Cancellation of submodules

2.1. The gênerai set-up

The définitions that follow and slight variations thereof are central for the whole

paper and should be read carefully. This section refines chapter 2 of my previous

paper [7].
Let r, t and s r + t be three natural numbers. We want to hâve a géométrie

way to produce f-dimensional quotients of s-dimensional modules by r-dimensional
submodules. So let Qt be a subvariety of ModrA and Jt be a subvariety of ModsA.

Then we introduce the variety &apos;V consisting of triples (u9m,g (gi,g2)) with
ue%9m e Jt, gieksxr, g2eksxt such that g! w mg,, Le. g, m, m^ for ail i. In
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the sequel, we will often use this abbreviated notation. One can think of a point
(u,m,g (gug2)) in ^ with invertible g as a module M together with a basis,

namely the columns of g, such that the first r base vectors generate the submodule
U. Clearly, the fibre of the projection p\^^&gt;&lt;% x M over (w, m) is

HomA(U, M) xks*f. The defining conditions of Y can be rewritten in matrix form
as a System of homogeneous linear équations where the entries of gx are the
unknowns and the coefficients dépend linearly on the coefficients of u and m. The
set of solutions is HomA(U, M).

On the open subvariety V\ where g is invertible, we can define the cokernel

morphism

by c(u, m, g) v, where g~lmg has the triangular shape

u z-1

0 v]

because of gx u mgx.
Of course, c(^&apos;) - which can be empty - is exactly the constructible set of ail

quotients of some M in M by some U in &lt;%. But without any further assumptions
neither the projection p :i^ -+&lt;% * M nor c hâve good géométrie properties. So we

assume in addition that the number [U, M] is independent of U e % and M e M.
Then/? is a vector bundle projection, whence open. Therefore, ^*, *V&apos; and c{ff) are
ail irreducible provided °U and M are so. If c(f&apos;) contains a dense orbit O(q\ we
call Q the generic quotient. In the spécial case where % and M are (contained in)
the orbits of u and m we speak about the generic quotient of M by U.

On the other hand, to bring c under control we look at extensions. So we start
out with two irreducible subvarieties ^U of ModrA and ^ of ModA, such that the

dimension of the space Z(v, u) of 1-cocycles is independent of v in â and u in %.

Recall that Z(v, u) consists of the tuples z (0, z2,..., za) in kr x &apos; such that

holds for ail i and / Thus Z(t?, u) is nothing but the set of solutions of a System of
homogeneous linear équations whose coefficients dépend polynomially on the

entries of u and v. Therefore, the map (w, v) h* dim Z(u, v) is upper semi-continuous.

Let B(v, u) be the subspace of coboundaries which is the image of the linear map
from Jfcrx

&apos; to Z(v, u) sending h to the tuple with ith entry hvt — uth. Because of

Ext\V,U)=Z(V,U)/B(V,U)
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we have

dimZ(V9 U) « [F, U]l + dimB(V9 U) [F, U}1 - [V, U] + rt.

Thus rfiw Z(F, £/) is constant if and only if [V, U]1 - [V, U] is so. In that case we
have another vector bundle

with irreducible total space

Clearly, the image of the conjugation

Gls x&amp;

is the irreducible constructible set of ail extensions of some F in Et by some U in ^.
If this set contains a dense orbit we speak about the generic extension.

Now, in the situation of our next theorem both points of view fit together well.

THEOREM. Let U9 M, M\ Q and Q&apos; be finite dimensional modules satisfying
the following conditions:

(a) [C/,M]:=[t/,M&apos;].

(b) [Ô, U]1 - [Q9 U] [Q\ U]1 - [g&apos;, C/].

(c) Q is the generic quotient of M by U, and M is the generic extension of Q by
U.

(d) Q&apos; is a quotient of M&quot; by U.

Then M dégénérâtes to M&apos;ifand only ifQ dégénérâtes to Q &apos;. In that case the pointed
varieties (O{m), m&apos;) and (O(q)9 q&apos;) are very smoothly équivalent.

2.2. An application to nilpotent matrices

Before we prove the theorem, we dérive from it the results of H. Kraft and C.
Procesi on minimal singularises of conjugacy classes of nilpotent matrices (s. [14]).
They represent such a conjugacy class by the Young diagram of the corresponding
partition, and they introduce two réductions, namely &quot;erasing a common first
column&apos;* and &quot;erasing a common first row&quot;, which do not change the type of the
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singularity. Then it follows easily that any minimal singularity is smooth équivalent
to the well-understood subregular singularity inside the set of nilpotent matrices of
some smaller size (s. [19]). or to the singularity at 0 inside the set of ail nilpotent
matrices of rank at most one. Thus we only hâve to prove that both réductions
follow from the theorem.

Now a nilpotent conjugacy class corresponds to a module over some truncated

polynomial algebra A k[X]/Xr whose indécomposable modules Vt are given by

k[X]jXl with i £ r.
&quot;Erasing a common first column&quot; means that M and M&apos; hâve the same socle U

so that assumption (a) holds. It does not harm to suppose that M is a faithful
module. Then Q =M/U and Q&apos;=*M&apos;/U are annihilated by Xr~x so that they
contain no copy of Vr as a summand. But for i: £ r — 1 we hâve obviously
[K&gt; K,]1 [F,, Vx] 1 so that assumption (b) is true. It remains to be seen that M
is the generic extension of Q by U. Since A is représentation finite, there is a generic
extension E. Of course, U belongs to the socle of E which in tura cannot be strictly
larger than the socle of M because E dégénérâtes to M. Since any ,4-module T is

determined by its socle S and by T/S we obtain E czM.
&quot;Erasing a common first row&quot; is even easier. Again we can suppose that M is

faithful. Then we hâve to divide by a common projective-injective direct summand

U*Vr. Setting M U © Q and M&apos; U © Q&apos;, we see that (a) holds because U is

projective, (b) and (c) hold because U is injective, and finally (d) holds by
définition.

2.3. The proof of theorem 1

In the sequel, we use the notations and the remarks of 2.1. So we set r dim

t dim Q and % =«= {u}. By the semi-continuity of the map L *-» [U, L], the set

is an open irreducible subset of O(m). Thus the vector bundle V contains

p~l(O(m)) as an open dense subset. By assumption (c), the set ir/ is not empty and

we hâve

&apos;) c(r&apos;np-\O{m))) £ c{r&apos;np-\O{m))) O(q).

If M dégénérâtes to M\ we use properties (a) and (d) to find a point (m&apos;, g) in
&apos; which is mapped to q&apos; under c. Thus Q dégénérâtes to Q\
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On the other hand, by the semi-continuity of the map V h&gt; dim Z(V, U\ the set

o(q) | [v, uy- [v9 u] [g, uy - [g, u)}

is an open subset of O(q). We look at the vector bundle

p&apos;: &amp; -&gt;2L.

Clearly, p&apos;~x{O{q)) is an open dense subset on 2t. By assumption (c),
Gls &apos; p&apos;~l{O(q)) is contained in O(m), whence the same is true for Gls • Jf, which is

the set of ail extensions of modules in £ by U.

If Q dégénérâtes to Q\ then q&apos; belongs to J by (b). Using (d), we infer that mf
beongs to 2t. Therefore M dégénérâtes to M&apos;.

Now, we connect both constructions in the next commutative diagram. AU

morphisms are open immersions, isomorphisms or bundle projections.

(Km)

Hère the isomorphism a maps (/, g) to (g llg9 g). Since M is open in O(m), i is an

open immersion.

If M dégénérâtes to M\ we choose an embedding gx of U into M&apos; with cokernel

Q\ and we extend g, to an invertible matrix g (gi9g2). Then (m\g) belongs to
c~l(l) and we hâve X(m\ g) w7 and Q{m\ g) qf. Thus the two pointed varieties

are very smoothly équivalent.

2.4 A lemma on vector bundles

As the alert reader will hâve observed, our main working tool are various vector
bundles. For the convenience of the reader we state a gênerai lemma that produces
ail the bundles we are dealing with in this article. The straightforward proof uses

only basic properties of déterminants.
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LEMMA 1. Letf:X^kmxnbea morphism. Then we hâve:

(a) For any r, the set X{r) ofpoints x where f(x) has rank r is a locally closed

subvariety ofX. Moreover, the closed subset {(x, v) \ f(x)v =0} is a subbundle

of rank n — r of the trivial bundle X{r) x kn.

(b) Similarly, the set {(x, w) | w belongs to the image of f(x)} is a closed

subbundle of rank r of the trivial bundle X(r) x km.

3. Cancellation of direct summands

In this section, we adapt the two basic constructions of 2.1 to split-monomor-
phisms and split-extensions. So let U and Q be modules of dimensions r and t. By

semi-continuity, the set

{ve O(q) | [F, U) [Q, U], [U, V] [U, Q]}

is an open irreducible subset of O(q). We dénote by Jt the union of ail orbits

O(u © v) with v in £, and by M the module U © Q.

THEOREM 2. Using the notation above we hâve:

(a) J( is open in O(m).

(b) Let Q&apos; be a degeneration ofQ. If the codimension ofO{q&apos;) in 0{q) is the same

as the codimension of O(q&apos; ® u) in O(q © u), then the two pointed varieties

(O(q®u)9 qf ®u) and (O(q), q&apos;) are very smoothly équivalent. Furthermore,
the map L\-+ L@U induces an isomorphism between the partially ordered

sets

and(Q@U,Q&apos;@Uy

Proof. By semi-continuity, the set

&apos; {leO{m)\[U,L]=[U,M] and [L, U] [M, U]}

is an open irreducible subset of O(m). Let us look at the vector bundle
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Clearly, J&quot; contains the open set 21 where hgY and g are invertible, and M is
contained in the open set p(2). We daim that equality holds.

Indeed, for any point (/, g, h) in 2£ we hâve

whence

hg
o l\ hlg ~ uhg&apos;

Decomposed in appropriate blocs this means

uhgx %i u and uhg2 ~hgxz+hg2 v.

Thus we infer z e B(v9 m), so that L is isomorphic to U © F, where K belongs to ^
by corollary 2.5 in [7].

Next, we define N to be the subgroup of G *= G/^ consisting of upper triangular

bloc-matrices with a fixing w. Then we hâve an isomorphism a between $£

and J x G xN sending

Hère v is constructed as before, and one finds the inverse of a easily from the

calculations above. Then we hâve two very smooth morphisms

and Q:%-&gt;

which are given as compositions

Z &gt; M s O(m) and &amp;^ÊxGxN &gt; &lt;2 s O(q).

Since the isotropy group of a module x is isomorphic to the automorphism

group of Xy one has for any degeneration Qf of Q the codimension formula
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Thus the codimensions coincide if and only if Qr lies in J. It is clear then how to
find a point in 2K mapped onto q&apos;Qu by A and onto q&apos; by g. Finally, thc
isomorphism between the two partially ordered sets follows from part (a) and the
cancellation of degenerations (s. 25 in [7]).

4. The invariance of géométrie properties under tilting functors

4.1 Some known facts from tilting theory

First of ail, we recall some results of &quot;old-fashioned&quot; tilting-theory as described
in [18]. An A-module T is called a tilting module provided one has:

(a) Extl(T, r)=0.
(b) Ext2(T,)=0.
(c) T has as many nonisomorphic indécomposable direct summands as A has.

Then T induces a torsion theory on the category modA of finite dimensional
A -modules whose torsion part y consists of the homomorphic images of powers of
T. Thèse modules are also characterized by the vanishing of Extl(T, Therefore,
the set ^{d) consisting in the torsion modules with dimension vector d is an open
subset of the connected variety ModdA of ail modules of dimension vector &amp;. Recall
that the dimension vector of a module counts the composition factors (with
multiplicities).

One remarkable fact about tilting is that the functors F&apos; — Hom^T^) and

ATb® induce inverse équivalences between 3T and the full subcategory &lt;&amp; ofmodB
where Torfi^ TB9 vanishes. Hère B is the opposite algebra of EndA T. Furthermore,
the Grothendieck groups of modA and modB are isomorphic under the map which
sends the class of X to the différence of the classes of FX and Ext\T,X). In
particular, for X in ^(d) ail modules FX hâve the same dimension vector g. We
dénote by d or e the total dimension of a module with dimension vector d or g.

4.2 The main resuit

In the next statement we keep the notation introduced in 4.1.

THEOREM 3. Let T be a tilting module, and let d and f be two dimension

vectors related as in 4.1. Then there is a Gld x Gle-variety S and two morphisms
X : &amp; -t&amp;&apos;id) and q : % -+&lt;8f(e) such that the following holds:
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(a) X is a Gld-equivariant principal Gle-bundle.

(b) Up to the twist h e Gle h+ (h~~l)T, g is a Gle-equivariantprincipal Gld-bundle.
(c) For any m in !F(d\ the inverse image X~l(O(m)) is mapped under q onto the

orbit corresponding to FM.

Before we prove the theorem, let us state an immédiate conséquence and some
remarks.

COROLLARY 1. The map X\~+ q{X~1(X)) induces a bijection between Gld-sta-
ble subsets of&amp;~(d) and Gle-stable subsets of^{e). this correspondence préserves and

reflects closures, inclusions, codimensions and types of singularities occurring in orbit
closures.

The most famous examples of tilting functors are Morita-equivalences and
reflection functors. In the first case, the theorem above restâtes the &quot;reduced&quot; part
of my previous article [6]. I do not know how to generalize the présent resuit to the
scheme-theoretic setting. In the second case, theorem 3 sharpens considerably a

resuit that H. Kraft and C. Riedtmann hâve obtained in [15] using Grassmannians.

4.3. The proofof the theorem

Let / be the dimension of T, which is given by an a-tuple (tl9..., ta) of
t x r-matrices. We consider the set

r {(m, £,,..., {,) \m

Recall that e [T, M] holds for ail M in F{d\ Then Gld x GLe acts on ir by

(g, h)(m, &amp; ,...,&amp;) (gmg~\

The wanted variety 2t is nothing but the Gld x Gle -stable open subset consisting of
those points where the £, &apos;s are linearly independent. Defining

as the restriction of the bundle projection &quot;V* -+&amp;~(d), we see that part (a) holds.

Next, we fix a séquence bx Et9 b2,..., bp of t x /-matrices forming a basis of
Bop. Then we get a morphism
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by &lt;t&gt;({m9 Çl9..., Çe)) (nl5..., nfi) where the e x e-matrices n, are obtained from
the équation

by setting

We always dénote by Xkl the coefficient of the matrix X sitting in row k and column
i. It is clear that the orbit of &lt;/&gt;((m, fl9..., £,)) corresponds to the 5-module
FM HomA{ATB, M), and one vérifies easily

&lt;K(g, h)(m, £„..., U) (h-l)T&lt;K(m, tu • • • &gt; ^))^r.

Now define a séquence rjl9... ,rjd of e x /-matrices by the équations O^X* (èt)Pk-

The point is that the set of matrix équations used to define &lt;f&gt; is équivalent to the

set of matrix équations

This means exactly that i/,,..., rjd ail belong to

^ TB, DHomA(A TB, M)) ~ D(A TB®B HomA(A TB, M)) &amp; DM,

where D is the usual duality functor Homk(, k). Thus we are led to introduce the

vector bundle

HT {(«, if,,..., if,) | a e

endowed with the Gld x G/c -action

(g, h)(n, r\u ,r\d) ={{h-l)TnhT,Y&lt; 8ijH&gt; • • • » Z ^H)«

Up to the twist Ah^&quot;1)7, the restriction g&apos; of the projection onto ^(g) turns the

open subset iV\ where r^,..., t\d are linearly independent, into a G/e-equivariant
principal Gld -bundle. It only remains to relate 2£ and W by an equivariant
isomorphism.
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Using thc définitions made before, we hâve at least an equivariant morphism

that sends (m, £,,..., (e) to (&lt;t&gt;((m, {,,..., Çe))9 rfl9... 9rjd). Since M is generated
by a power of T9 and since £,,..., {e are a basis of HomA(T9 M)9 the map from T*
to M with components {,,..., £e is surjective. Therefore, m (m,,..., ma) is the

unique solution of the System of équations ^ mJ^l. This shows that/is injective,
and that the only point in the fibre f~l(w) of w —f(z) dépends regularly on w.

Now, X-\O(m)) is a G/rf x GLe-orbit of dimension e2+ d2-[M9M], The

injection/maps it to an orbit of the same dimension contained in the irreducible set

p&quot;x(O{n))9 where 0{n) corresponds to FM. Because F induces an équivalence
between &amp;&quot; and (&amp;9 the later inverse image has also dimension e2 + d2 — [M, M],
and p~l(O(n)) r\HT&apos; is the only orbit of that dimension. We infer that /maps 2£ to
W\ The surjectivity follows again from the équivalence of 3T and &lt;&amp;.

5. Réductions of the underlying Gabriel quiver

5.1 Replacing two arrows by one

Given any finite dimensional module M over a finitely generated algebra A, the
annihilator / is of finite codimension in A. Of course, /annihilâtes ail degenerations
of M so that the study of the orbit closure can always be done over a finite
dimensional algebra. Moreover, as explained in [6], the singularises in O(m) are

very smoothly équivalent to those in O(r). Hère R is the représentation of the

Gabriel quiver of Ajl which corresponds to M.
This point of view is a bit more complicated notationally, but it provides more

géométrie intuition which was the basis for most of the proofs in the articles cited
in the introduction. In this paper we usually stress the categorical aspects of the

modules involved like homomorphism spaces and extension groups. But now, we

generalize two réduction results of [2] and [11], which are best formulated in the

language of quivers. Given an arrow a and a représentation M of a quiver, we
dénote by M(a) the linear map corresponding to a in M.

Let Q be a quiver containing two arrows a : x -+y and /? :y-+z such that a and

P are the only arrows starting or ending at y. Then we delete y and connect x and

y by an arrow y to obtain a new quiver Q\ AH the other points and arrows are not
touched upon. The obvious contraction functor M h* M&apos; between the catégories of
représentations induces a morphism/between the varieties of représentations.
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PROPOSITION 1. We keep the above notations and assumptions. Let M be a
représentation of Q with M(a) injective and M(fi) surjective. Furthermore, let N be a
degeneration of M such that N(u) is injective or N(p) is surjective. Then M&apos;

dégénérâtes to Nf and the pointed varieties (O(m)9n) and (0(m&apos;)&gt;«&apos;) are very
smoothly euqivalent.

Proof Let d and d&apos; be the dimension vectors of M and M&apos;. Then the

corresponding varieties R and R&apos; of représentations hâve the shapes

R X x kd{y) x d(x) x kd(z) x d(y)

and

The morphism / sends (x, A, B) to (x, BA). It is equivariant with respect to
G npeQ0Gldip) and G&apos; ïlpeQoGldip). Therefore, M&apos; dégénérâtes to N&apos;.

Up to duality, we can assume that iV(a) is injective, hence d{y) ^ d(x). We
consider the open subset S of kd{y) x d(x) of matrices of rank d(x). On S x kd(z} the

multiplication can be factorized as a bundle projection (A, B) H* (A, BA) and the

composition of an open immersion and a bundle projection. Thus the restriction g
of/to

is a very smooth morphism. By base change, the same is true for the induced

morphism

g-\O{m&apos;))

We claim that g~l(O(m&apos;)) equals O(m) nR°. Then it is clear that the pointed
varieties (O(m), n), (O(m)nR°9 n) and (O(m&apos;), n&apos;) are very smoothly équivalent.

To prove the claim we note that an arbitrary continuous map h : Y -? Z is open
if and only if h~l(X) h~\X) holds for ail subsets X of Z. By the openness and

equivariance of g we get

g-\O{m&apos;)) =g

So let m be (x, A09 BQ) and take any (x, A, B) in g&quot;~!(m&apos;). Then we hâve

B0AQ BA, kerA kerA0 0 and imB g imB0 kd(z\
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It follows easily that (A, B) belongs to the closure of the G/^^-orbit of (A09 Bo)
(see e.g. [12]). Thus (x,A, B) belongs to O(m)nR°. The inclusion
O(m)nR°^g-l(O(m&apos;)) is obvious.

5.2 Replacing one arrow by none

The next réduction allows to shrink arrows différent from loops which are
represented by bijections. For later use we deduce this from a more gênerai
réduction which is a spécial instance of associated fibre-bundles (s. [20]). For the
convenience of the reader we include an elementary proof.

To simplify the notations we work for the moment again with algebras rather
than quivers, but an analogous réduction applies to quivers. So let B be a finitely
generated not necessarily unital subalgebra of the given finitely generated algebra A.
Then the generators of B are linear combinations P, of products of the generators
al9 aq of A. Given an A -module structure m {mu mq) in ModdA, we
obtain a 2?-module structure p(m) in Mod% by subsituting the mt &apos;s for the a%

&apos;s in the

P/s. Clearly, p : ModdA -+ModdB is equivariant.

PROPOSITION 2. Under the above notations and assumptions, let n be a point
in Mod% with isotropy group H c(?!= Gld and fibre F&apos;&gt;=p~l(ri). Ifm, m&apos; are points
in F with m&apos;e Gm, the pointed varieties (O(m), m&apos;) and (Hm, m&apos;) are very smoothly
équivalent.

Proof. We set X =p~ï(O(n)) and we look at the vector bundle

r {(x,g)eXxkd*d\gp(x)=ng}—+ X.

The open subset where g is invertible is isomorphic to G x F under the map a
defined by (x, g) h+ (g, gxg&apos;1). The fibres of the conjugation

are the if-orbits for the action

and k is the composition of a&quot;1, an open immersion and the above bundle

projection. Therefore, A and the projection

q :G xF-+F
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are very smooth morphisms which are G x if-equivariant with respect to the
obvious actions. Using the openness and equivariance of X and g, we find

X-\Gm) =X-\Gm) GX-\m) (G x H)m G x Hm Q-l(Hm).

The proposition follows.
The proof shows that À identifies X with the associated fibre bundle G x HF, i.e.

with the quotient of G x F by H under the action h(g9 x) (gh~\ hxh~l).
Now we apply the proposition to shrink bijective arrows. So let Q be a quiver

with a non-loop a : x-+y. Choose B as the three-dimensional subalgebra of the

path algebra A defined by a. The open subvariety X of ail représentations of A of
dimension vector d, where a is bijective, is the inverse image of the orbit of the

identity matrix. The fibre is the variety R&apos; of ail représentations with dimension

vector d&apos; of the shrinked quiver Q\ and H is isomorphic to HpeQ&gt;0 Gldip).
Thus the singularities are not affected by shrinking bijective arrows which are not
loops.

5.3 The géométrie wildness of the double-loop

It is well-known that for each finitely generated algebra C there is a full exact

embedding of the category of ail fini te dimensional C-modules to the corresponding
category of modules over the path algebra A k(X, Y} of the double-loop. Using
the last proposition, we dérive a similar statement on the géométrie level.

First, if C is generated by n éléments there is an obvious G/^-equivariant closed

embedding Mode £ ModdDi where D is the free algebra with n generators. Now in
A we look at the subalgebra B generated by X, XPY and YX. Let n0 e Mod$p+l) be

the module structure where X, XPY and YX are given by

0

E

0

0

E
0

•

0

E

0

0

0

0

E
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 • •

0 • •

0 • •

0 0 0

0

0

0

0

and 0.

Hère E dénotes the d x rf-identity matrix. Then the isotropy group of n0 in Gld^p+ {)
consists of a diagonal embedded copy of Gld, and the fibre F is given by ail the
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0

0
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0

thc

0

0

0

0

shape

•

•

0 0
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0&apos;

0

0

Thus the G/^-variety Fis isomorphic to the G/^-variety ModdD. Therefore, to under-
stand the geometry ofail finite dimensional modules over ail finitely generated algebras
is not more difficult than to understand the geometry of pairs of square-matrices.

In a similar vein, one can see that any degeneration of algebras is induced in the

sensé of [7], 2.2 by a déformation of représentations of the double loop.

6. Minimal singularities induced by extensions

6.1 The set-theoretic structure of certain minimal degenerations

We want to analyze the minimal degenerations provided the partial orders ^ ext
and ^ are équivalent, and we start with the following observation:

LEMMA 2. Let E :0-&gt;U-+M-+V-+0 be an exact séquence with indécomposable

end term V such that M ^^gU®V is a minimal degeneration, Then the radical
J of EndA V annihilâtes E.

Proof. By the nilpotency of / there is a natural number i such that Ji+l
annihilâtes E, but J* does not. We choose an élément x in J* such that
E&apos;zzEx :0-+U-*X-&gt; V-*0 does not split. Then we have M iL^X ^^U@V
by lemma 1.1 in [7], whence M ^ X by minimality. Now, E and Ef induce exact

séquences of EndA F-modules

0 &gt;Hom(V9 U) Hom(V, M) &gt; Hom(V, V) Extl(V9 U)

and

0 —&gt; Hom(V, U) &gt; Hom(V9 X) —&gt; Hom(V, V) —? Extl(V, U).

By construction, / is the kernel of the last morphism. Counting lengths of
£«^,4F-modules and using the fact that EndAV is local, we conclude that /
annihilâtes E.
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Part of our next results is already contained in [7, 16], but we include ail

arguments for the convenience of the reader.

THEOREM 4. Let C be a full subcategory of some module category which is

closed under isomorphisms, extensions and direct summands. Assume that the partial
orders ^ ext and ^ are équivalent on C, and consider two objects M and N in C. Then

N is a minimal degeneration of M if and only if there is an exact séquence
E : 0 -&gt; £/ -+M&apos; -» F -? 0 with the following properties :

(a) U and V are indécomposables with M M&apos;® Up~l © Vq~x ®X and

N=UP®V®X. Hère U®V and M&apos;®X are disjoint.
(b) U ®V is a minimal degeneration of M&apos;.

(c) Any common indécomposable direct summand W £V of M and N satisfies

[W9 N] [W, M].
(d) Dually, any common indécomposable direct summand W&apos;£U of M and N

satisfies [N, W] [M, W].
Hère, U, V, M&apos;, p and q are uniquely determined by M and N. Furthermore, we hâve

codim— O(n) codim-^ O(u ®v)+s(p + q- 2),

where e is 1 for V qfe U and 2 for V ca. U.

Proof &quot;=&gt;&quot; We split off the greatest common direct summand (M, N) and we
write M (M, N)®M&apos; and N (M, N) ®N\ By the équivalence of the partial
orders, N&apos; is a minimal degeneration of M&apos; which is given by an exact séquence E
as above with N&apos; U © V. If U is not indécomposable, there is a retraction r onto
an indécomposable direct summand U&apos; with kernel K and section s. We consider
the pushout of £ by r and obtain the following commutative diagram with exact

rows and columns:

0 0

i i
idK

K -^ K
I I

0 U -Ï-+M&apos;
&gt; V &gt;0

4
0 &gt;U&apos; -^M&quot;

&gt; V &gt;0

i i
0 0
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This diagram shows

M&apos; £ M&quot;®K &lt;&gt;N&apos;= U&apos;® V®K.

The last inequality is strict, because otherwise y has a retraction q, and we get

Qpas gyrs idVi

whence V is a direct summand of M&apos; and N&apos;. Thus we infer M&apos; M&quot; © K, and K
is a common direct summand of M&apos; and N&apos;. This contradiction shows that U is

indécomposable. Similarly, V has to be indécomposable.

Up to duality, it only remains to dérive property (c). The next argument is due

to U. Markolf. So let us assume [W9 N]&gt;[W, M] for some common direct
summand W of M and N différent from V. Then the last map in the exact séquence

0 &gt; Hom(W, U) y Hom(W, M&apos;) &gt; Hom(W, V) &gt; Ext\W9 U)

Ext\W,M&apos;)

is not injective. Therefore, we find a non-split exact séquence in Extl(W, U) whose

pushout under U -? M&apos; splits. Thus we get the diagram:

0 0

i i
0 u &gt;Y W &gt;0

I i i
0 &gt;M&apos;-^M&apos;®W-+ W &gt;0

I
V V

J i
0 0

Because V does not occur in M&apos; © W, we hâve

M&apos;@W&lt; V@Y&lt;V®U®W.

Since M&apos; and U © V and disjoint, there is a module Z with M M&apos;®W@Z and
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N N&apos;(B W®Z. We arrive at the contradiction

M&lt;V®Y®Z&lt;N.

&quot;&lt;=&quot; Only the minimality has to be shown. By theorem 2 and by the assump-
tions (c) and (d), we can forget about X. So suppose that M &lt; N is not minimal.
Then there is a neighbor L of N such that

M M&apos; ®Up-l®Vq-x&lt;L&lt;N=Up®Vq.

Using the part already proved we find indécomposables U\ V and a non-split
exact séquence

0 &gt;U&apos; &gt;L&apos; V—&gt;0

such that

If U is isomorphic to V, one sees the M, L and iV hâve Up + q ~2 as a common direct
summand. Cancelling it leads to the contradiction

M&apos;&lt;L&apos;&lt;U2.

If U and V are not isomorphic we divide again by the greatest common direct
summand of M, L and N. Up to symmetry in p and q, we arrive in one of the

following situations:

# p — q \9 in which case we hâve an obvious contradiction.

# p i9 q=2 and U&apos;^V&apos;^V.

Then property (d) says [N, V] [M, V], whence also [N, V] [L, V]. By a dimension

argument the séquence

0 &gt; Hom(V, V) Hom(L\ V) &gt; Hom(V9 V) 0

is exact, so that the original séquence

0 &gt;u&apos; &gt;U &gt; V &gt;0

splits. This contradiction ends the proof of the other implication.
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Finally, we look at the codimensions. By lemma 2 and its dual we hâve

[K U@V] -[F, M&apos;] =[£/© F, U]-[M\ U] 1.

Using (c) and (d), we obtain the wanted formula by a straightforward computation.

6.2 A transversal slice

We describe now under some conditions a transversal slice to the orbit of u © v

in the closure O(m) of an extension m of F by U (see page 60ff. in [19] for the
définition and basic properties of transversal slices).

So let us fix two module structures u and v of dimensions r and t. Inside the

space Z(v, u) of cocycles we choose a supplément H of the coboundaries. Given any
extension M of F by U9 we consider the subvariety &lt;€ of O(m) consisting of ail
extensions

0 v]

with z in H.

THEOREM 5. Let N =U@V be a degeneration of some module M such that

[U, M] [U9 N] and [M, F] [N, V] hold. Then we hâve:

(a) F is the generic quotient of M by U. In particular, M belongs to the set S of
ail extensoins of V by U. The intersection S n O(m) is open in O(m).

(b) The variety %l defined above is an irreducible cône whose dimension is given by
the codimension of O(u © v) in O(m).

(c) The singularities of O(m) at u@v and of # at its vertex are very

smoothly équivalent.

(d) V is a transversal slice in O(m) to the orbit O(u ®v) at u®v.

The assumptions are obviously satisfied, provided M is an extension of F and
U and thèse two modules hâve no proper self-extensions. This case occurs for
powers of indécomposable preprojectives, and this is the main application of
theorem 5 that we hâve in mind. But there are also other situations where the

theorem is useful, e.g. the following structural resuit on codimension one degener-
ations.
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PROPOSITION 3. Let M £degN be a degeneration.
(a) IfN N&apos;®U with [U, M] [U, N] and [M, U] [N, U] then U is a direct

summand of M.
(b) Set M M&apos;®X and N N&apos;®X with disjoint modules M&apos; and N&apos;. If the

codimension of the degeneration is one, then M&apos; dégénérâtes to JV&apos; and either
N&apos; is indécomposable or else the direct sum of two non-isomorphic indecom-

posables. In this case M&apos; is an extension of thèse indécomposables and O(m)
is smooth at n.

Proof (of the proposition): (a) The set M {/ e O(m) \ [U, L] [U, M] and

[L, U] [M, U]} is open in O(m) Let us look at the vector bundle

p : S {(/,g9h)\leJt,gGksx\gu=zlg,hekrxs,hl uh}-+Jt.

Since N belongs to M, there is a non-empty open subset of 2% where hg is

invertible. The projection of this set is open and hits O(m).

(b) From 1 [N&apos;9 N&apos;] - [M\ M&apos;] + [N&apos;9 X] - [AT, X] + [X, N&apos;] - [X9 M&apos;] we
infer 1 [N\ N&apos;] - \M\ M&apos;\ and [N\ X] - [M\ X] [X, Nf] - [X, M&apos;] 0 using
lemma 1.2 in [7]. By corollary 2.5 in [7], M&apos; still dégénérâtes to N\ and we
décompose N&apos; ® U&quot;&gt; into indécomposables. Of course we hâve

1 &lt;[N\ N&apos;] - [N&apos;, M&apos;]) + ([#&apos;, M&apos;] - [M\ M&apos;]) è [N\ N&apos;] - [N\ M&apos;]

and similarly

1 ^ [N\ N&apos;) - [M&apos;, N&apos;] X &quot;.([#&apos;, Vt] - [M\ Ut])9

where ail summands are non-negative integers. If there would be an index i with
[N\ £/,] - [M\ Ut] [Ut9 N&apos;] - [Un M&apos;] 0, then U, would be a common direct
summand by part (a). It follows that N&apos; is indécomposable or the direct sum of two
non-isomorphic indécomposables U and V such that [U, M&apos;] [U9 N&apos;] and

[AT, V] [N&apos;, V] hold. Theorem 5 shows that M&apos; is an extension of V by U, and
that there is no singularity at u ®v in 0(#O, since the cône is now a straight Une.

Finally, O(m) is smooth at n because of theorem 2.

The proposition implies that the orbit of the middle term of an almost split
séquence is smooth at the direct sum of the end-terms provided thèse are not
isomorphic to each other. For then the codimension is one, and an end-term never
occurs in the middle. The only almost split séquence of the algebra k[X]/X2 shows

that the closure of the middle term can be singular at the sum of the end-terms.
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I have no idea what happens in the first case of the proposition. In the very few

examples that I looked at there was no singularity.
If one drops one of the assumptions of the theorem, then ^ might no longer be

a transversal slice. This occurs for représentations of a double-arrow. I do not know
the exact condition for # to be a transversal slice.

6.3 The proof of theorem 5

We consider the set

{leO(m)\[U,L)~[U,M}=[L, V]-[M, V]=0}9

which is open in O(m) and contains iV*= U® V by assumption. Let

be the familiar vector bundle of section 2.1. On the open set, where g is invertible,
we have the cokernel morphism c to ModA with c(l, g) w. By semi-continuity, the
set of ail w&apos;s with [U® W, V] ^ [M9 V] is open in ModA9 and so is its inverse image
Y*&apos; under c. In fact we have [U® W9 V] [M, V] for ail w in c(V) because ail
corresponding U © W are degenerations of M.

Let us introduce another vector bundle

q\ir {(/, ft h) | (/,*) € r\ hek&apos;*; vh hc(i,g)}-+r&apos;.

Inside iV9 there is the open set W where h is invertible. Note that HT&apos; is not empty,
because U®Vbelongs to J(. Set

rft q(iry

Any point (/, g) in the open set f&quot; gives rise to an exact séquence

0 &gt;U—&gt;L—&gt;V &gt;0

and we have

~ O(m) c\g.

Since the projection is open and M is open in the irreducible set O(m)9 M is an
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extension of V by U. Our construction also shows that V is the generic quotient of
M by U. Thus we hâve proved part (a) of the theorem.

To go on we introduce the sets

cy =\y Z \eModsA \weO(v)}nJ?

and

so that 2£ is isomorphic to B(v, u) x &lt;€. Then we hâve the following diagram of
varieties and open immersions, bundle projections, isomorphisms or compositions
of such morphisms:

J( ne C „ O(m)

xGls

J

*&lt;€

Now, x L 1,1 ] in 2£ x G/5 x Glt is mapped to w ® t? in O(w) and 0 in

which proves part (c).
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Since O(m) is irreducible, ail varieties involved in the above diagram are
irreducible and so is &lt;€. It is a cône because it is stable under conjugation with
\Er 0 1

[0 aEt\
for ail a in A: - {0}.

To obtain the dimension of #, we calculate the dimension of ^T x Gls x Glt in
two ways using the above diagram:

dim % xGlsx Glt dim&lt;% dim &lt;T&quot; + [V9 V]

dim O(m) +[(/,f/©F]+j/4- [F, V]

and

dim &amp; x Gls x Glt s2 + t2 + dim &amp; s2 + t2 + rt + dim&lt;$ -[V, U].

The wanted equality follows.
Finally, it is not hard to see now that ^ is a transversal slice. Since we will not

use this fact later on, we omit this proof.

6.4 Réduction to disjoint degenerations

Suppose we are given two indécomposable modules U\ V and an extension

such that [£/&apos;, M&apos;\ [£/&apos;, [/&apos;©F&apos;] and [M\ V&apos;\ [U&apos;® V\ V] hold true. Then we

write

and we consider the irreducible cône

defined in the section 6.2. For any natural numbers p and q we set

and M

Then N U © V is also a degeneration of M satisfying the assumptions of theorem
5. We want to relate the corresponding irreducible cônes # and &lt;€&apos;.
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Of course, we can identify Z(v, u) with Z(v\ u&apos;)p*99 B(v, u) with B(v\ u&apos;)pxq

and H with {H&apos;)p x q by writing the éléments of Z(v, u) as matrices

u

0

0

0

0

0 •

U &apos;

0 •

0 •

0 •

0

0

u

0

0

zu

ZPI

V

0

Z12
&apos;

Z22
&apos;

ZP2
&apos;

0 •

V

Zj(

z2l

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 • v

and so on. To describe # in terms of c€r we introduce for an arbitrary cône &lt;€&apos; with
vertex 0 inside some vector space H&apos; the new cône ^&apos;(p, q) as the subset of those

[ctJ] in (H&apos;)p x q such that the following two conditions are satisfied:

• AH ctJ belong to &lt;ê&apos;.

• If clQJo is not zéro, there exists a matrix [ttJ] of rank 1 such that ctJ ^l7clo7o

holds for ail indices.

Obviously, #&apos;(/&gt;&gt; ^) is a closed irreducible cône inside {H&apos;Y x *, and it is isomorphic
to the quotient of &lt;€&apos; x D(p, q) under the fc*-action t(c\ [ttJ]) (c&apos;f ~!, t[ttJ]). There-

fore, the dimension of ^&apos;(p, q) is dim &lt;€&apos; +/? -h q — 2. If 0 is an isolated singularity
in fé&quot;, then it is so in W&apos;ip, q).

LEMMA 3. We keep ail the notations and assumptions of 6.4. Then we hâve:

(a) If^&apos; is one-dimensional the pointed varieties (#&apos;(/*, q), 0) and (D(p, q)9 0) are
isomorphic.

(b) # always contains W&apos;ip, q). Both sets coïncide ifand only if the radicals ofthe
endomorphism algebras of U&apos; and V annihilate the given exact séquence E.

Proof (a) Since &lt;€&apos; is an irreducible cône, we hâve &lt;€&apos; kx for any non-zero
élément x in #&apos;. Then we get

#&apos;(/&gt;, q) (MJ I UJ e 2&gt;(p, ?)} * D(/&gt;, g).

(b) Of course, #&apos;(/&gt;&gt; #) is stable under elementary opérations on the rows and
the columns. Using thèse opérations, any élément in *&quot;(/&gt;&gt; q) is conjugate to an
élément z with zu in &lt;$&apos; and ztJ 0 for ail other indices. Such an élément belongs

to V for obvious reasons.
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On the other hand, # is also invariant under elementary opérations, because
thèse are induced by conjugation of

u

0

0

0

0

0 •

u ¦

0 •

0 •

0 •

0

0

u

0

0

z!l

zP\

V

0

Zl2 &apos;

Z22
&apos;

Zp2
&apos;

0 •

V

Zj(

z2

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 •

with appropriate bloc matrices

au al2

a2l a22

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

app 0 0

0 bn bn
0 b2l b22

0 ba

where ail atJ and bl} are scalar matrices. We infer that ^\p, q) is contained in (€.

Since ^ is irreducible and ^&apos;(p, q) is a closed subset of ^, both sets coincide if and
only if the dimensions are equal. Using theorem 5 (b) and the assumptions
[{/&apos;, M&apos;\ [U\ U&apos;®V] and [AT, F] [(7&apos;0 V\ V] we obtain

7 + (q - l)([V, U&apos; ® V\ - [V\ M&apos;])

+ (p-\){{U&apos;®V\U&apos;]-[M\U&apos;\).

Since the given extension does not split the two différences in the brackets are
strictly positive. Thus the dimensions coincide if and only if both différences are
equal to one. This means exactly that the radicals annihilate the extension.

I do not know how to analyze the singularity of #&apos;(A 4)in gênerai. However,
if (€f is the closure of a highest weight vector v in an irreducible représentation V
of a reductive algebraic group G9 then ^&apos;ip, q) is again the closure of a highest
weight vector in the irreducible représentation F® kp®{kq)* of G x Glp x Glq.
This observation due to H. Kraft and P. Littelmann allows to apply a gênerai resuit
of E. Vinberg and V. Popov in [21], and to conclude that W&apos;ip, q) is normal. The
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situation described before occurs for minimal singularities of matrix pencils as we
will show in another paper.

7. Minimal singularities of preprojective modules

7.1 Statement of the results

Let M &lt; N be a minimal degeneration of preprojective modules. By the équivalence

of &lt;ext and ^ (s. [7]) and by theorem 4 we hâve

and N (U&apos;]

for some minimal disjoint degeneration Mf &lt;&gt;N&apos; =U&apos; ® V. Hère we hâve

[X, M&apos;] - [X, AT] [M\ X] - [N\ X] 0,

so that theorem 2, theorem 5 and lemma 3 show that

q) and (&lt;r(A?)&gt;0)

are very smoothly équivalent. Unfortunately, the géométrie structure of the cône (€t

is still unknown to me in gênerai, but for représentation finite quiver algebras we
hâve the following resuit:

PROPOSITION 4. Any minimal disjoint degeneration of représentations of
Dynkin quivers is of codimension one.

From the discussion above and this proposition we obtain our main resuit:

THEOREM 6. Any minimal singularity (O(m), n) of représentations of Dynkin
quivers is very smoothly équivalent to the pointed variety (D(p, q), 0)for some natural
numbers p and q.

Proposition 4 has been found by U. Markolf in his Diplomarbeit via computer
(s. [16]). To check thèse computer results I figured out a slightly technical
theoretical proof which is also reproduced in [16]. The same proof is given hère in
the last section, because it is essential for the proof of theorem 6, and because it
illustrâtes by a non-trivial example the combinatorial complexity of the problem we

are dealing with.
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Another remarkable observation in [16] is the fact that the number of minimal
degenerations ending in the direct sum of two indécomposable modules U and V is

always r(r -f l)/2 with r [F, U]1. Furthermore, it is possible that proposition 4

and therefore also theorem 6 remain valid for the much more gênerai class of ail
representation-directed algebras. I can prove this so far only in some spécial cases,

e.g. for degenerations of indécomposables, which answers a question of C. Riedt-
mann. The précise statement is this:

PROPOSITION 5. Let 0-*U-+M^&gt;V-+0 induce a minimal disjoint degenera-
tion of preprojective modules. If Hom(X9 Y) 0 holds for ail non-isomorphic
indécomposable direct summands X and Y of M, then the codimension is one.

However, for minimal disjoint degenerations of preprojective représentations of
the triple arrow the codimensions are no longer bounded, so that the structure of
&lt;é&apos; is not clear.

Another interesting question is whether orbit closures of preprojectives are

always normal. Again, I can prove this only in some generic situations where they
happen to be complète intersections.

PROPOSITION 6. Let M be a stretchedpreprojective module (s. [7], 3.3 for the

définition), e.g. an indécomposable. Then O(m) is a complète intersection which is

regular in codimension one. In particular, O(m) is Cohen-Macaulay and normal.

This resuit is obvious for quiver algebras, but there exist many more algebras

having preprojective modules (s. [10]).
The proof of proposition 6 is essentially contained in [6]. It only remains to

verify in addition that each irreducible component of O(m) — O(m) contains a

smooth point n. To see this one follows the argument of [6] and one finds a module
N with Ext2(N, N) 0.

In the next section we prove proposition 5, and in the last section a sharper
version of proposition 4. Thus we conclude the présent article with the only proof
that involves some sort of classification.

7.2 The proof ofproposition 5

Because of

0 [F, V]l~[V9 t/]=[M, U] and [U9 U] «
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we can calculate the codimension as follows:

[17 0 V, U® V] - [M, Af\=[U@V,U@V]&apos;-[M,U®V]+ [M, U®V]

- [M, M] 1 + [M, U 0 V] - [M, M].

So assume that the codimension is greater than one. Then there is an indécomposable

direct summand Mx of M ® M&quot;% such that

[MUU®V]= [Mu V] &gt;[MUM] ;&gt; nx.

Thus we can choose linearly independent éléments

/ii» • • • »/ifi, + i in Hom(Mu F).

Similarly, we can find linearly independent functions

/n,...,/Wi in Hom(Mn V)

for the other indices. We take thèse homomorphisms as the components of a map

h : ® M?&apos; -&gt; V,

and we take/n,... ,/lni and/12,... ,fini +1 as the components of two maps gx and

g2 from M&quot;1 to F. For any pair (a, b) ek2 — {0} the morphism /(a, 6) from
M ® M?&apos; to V with components ag! + bg2 and /i has the property that none of
its components factors through the others. This follows from [Mi9 M(] 1 for ail i
and from the assumption Hom(Mj9 Mt) 0 for i ^j. Argueing as in theorem 4.1 of
[7], we see that f(a, b) induces for ail (a, b) # (0, 0) an exact séquence

0 &gt;U &gt; M &gt;V &gt;0.

This leads to a contradiction.

Namely, suppose for a moment that there is a point x in the Gabriel quiver of
A with

Then we can choose appropriate bases of M(x) and U(x) such that (gt, h)(x) is
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représentée by the identity and (g29 h)(x) by a bloc matrix

If X is an eigenvalue of H then/(A, — 1) is not bijective as it should be.

The gênerai case is reduced to the former by an appropriate tilting functor. First
of ail, we can forget about ail indécomposable projectives which are not predeces-

sors of V, and ail indécomposable projective injectives which are not successors of
U9 because the corresponding simples do not occur as composition factors of M.
Thus we can assume that ail preprojective injectives are successors of U. Then we
take in the TrD-orbit of each projective indécomposable P the lowest power TrD1

P, which is a successor of U. Standard arguments show that the direct sum T of ail
thèse modules is a tilting module. By construction, ail preprojective successors of U
are generated by T. Therefore,

0 &gt;FU y FM &gt;FV &gt;0

remains exact, and ail the properties of homomorphisms between indécomposables
occurring in the original exact séquence are preserved by F Hom(T, But now,
FU is a simple not isomorphic to FMl, so that our previous arguments apply.

7.3 The proof ofproposition 4

We will use the following conséquence of theorem 4 (compare 4.6 in [7]):

LEMMA 4. Let M&lt;N U©Vbea minimal disjoint degeneration of preprojective

modules. If the codimension is not one, there is an indécomposable direct
summand X of M and a minimal disjoint degeneration X2 © Y &lt; Nf ofpreprojectives.

Proof By the first section in the last proof, there is an indécomposable direct
summand X of M with [X, U®V]&gt; [X, M], By theorem 4,

M®X&lt;U®V®X

is no longer minimal. So we can take a minimal degeneration L of M in between.

Again by theorem 4, we hâve

~ U&apos;@V&apos;®Z&lt;U®V@X
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for some modules M\ U&apos;, V and Z and some minimal disjoint degeneration
M&apos; &lt; U&apos;® V. If Z would be Z&apos;®X, we would get

M &lt;

contradicting the minimality of M &lt;U®V. Thus M&apos; &lt; £/&apos; © V&apos; is the wanted

degeneration.
Of course, proposition 4 follows now from the following sharper resuit, which

is definitely wrong for arbitrary representation-directed algebras:

LEMMA 5. Let M &lt;N be a minimal disjoint degeneration of modules over the

path algebra A of a Dynkin quiver. Then no indécomposable direct summand X occurs
twice in M.

Proof Suppose not. Then we consider the exact séquence

0 &gt;U &gt;M X2®Y &gt;V &gt;0

inducing the minimal degeneration M &lt; N. We will show that in that case the

quiver is of type Es, Y has two indécomposable direct summands Yx and Y2 and the

position of U, V, X, Yx and Y2 in the Auslander-Reiten quiver is the one shown in

figure 1.

Then X2 © Y &lt; U © V is not a minimal degeneration as can be seen in figure 2,

which shows a séquence of five minimal degenerations from the generic extension of
V by U through X2 © Y to U ®V. The six modules involved are the direct sums of
the thick points in the Auslander-Reiten quiver FA, and only X occurs twice. The

first three degenerations are induced by almost split séquences, whence obvious.
The last two hâve been verified using the équivalence of ^deg and ^. Also

proposition 5 shows that X2 © Y &lt; U © V is not a minimal degeneration.

U \/\/WV\/V V
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Figure 2
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Using reflection functors, we reduce to the situation where U is the only simple
projective. Then we infer from

4^[i2erj2er]&lt;[î/®F5(/eF] 2-f [u, v]

and from the fact that the roots of An and Dn hâve only components ^ 2, that A
is of type En. By the above inequality we hâve [U,V]&gt; 0, so that we can assume
V to be faithful. Next, we look at the full subquiver S of FA consisting of ail

successors T of X such that DTrT is not a successor. Because V is faithful and
[X9 V] is not zéro, S is an oriented tree of the same type as A with X as the only
source. Recall that such subquivers are often called slices. Let Z be the indécomposable

at the end of a longest branch of S. Then we hâve

2 £ [X, X2® Y] £[X,U®V]Z [X, VI

whence V does not belong to S. Similarly, we hâve

2 &lt;L [X2®Y, Z]£[U® V, Z] £ [U, Z].

Now, for any indécomposable £/&apos; over a Dynkin quiver of type En the functions

T h-&gt; [U\ T]

from (FA)0 to the natural numbers are well-known and easy to détermine (s. [5]).
The case [U\ Z] ^ 2 for a Z sitting at a longest branch occurs only for £8, only for
U&apos; in the DTr-orbit with three neighbors and only for at most one Z once U&apos; is

given and vice versa. Since we hâve fixed U already, we know that X lies on the slice

through FA with Z as the only sink. Dual arguments show, that V lies in the

TrD -orbit of U, and that its position is uniquely determined by X. We are left with
eight possibilities for X. Looking at the non-negative function

Tt-+[U®V9 T]~[X29 T]

one vérifies that (/, V and X hâve to be in the position of figure 1. Since the
différence of the dimension vectors of U © V and X2 is neither zéro nor a root,
we infer that Y has at least two indécomposable direct summands. By duality, we

can assume that Yx belongs to the left half of figure 1. The dashed zéros in the

function
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1 1 1 1 1 0&apos; 1 1 0 2 0&apos; 1

12 2221 12122 11233322223232123 4433 32433 4

112132425341434132424242424122 3242 23233 2

1 1 1&apos; 0 2 2 0&apos; 2 1 1 2 1 1

Figure 3

which is reproduced to a large part in figure 3, leave only the possibility of figure
1 for Yx. Its multiplicity is one because of the dashed one. The dual argument
finishes the proof of the lemma.

As shown in [16] there are 120 isomorphism classes of extensions of V by U in
the case of lemma 5. For Dynkin quivers the maximal number of such extensions
is 132, whereas this number becomes arbitrarily large for gênerai representation-
directed algebras.
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